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Our mission is to bring you products you can rely on to handle 
everyday abuse. Grab and go without thought. Products that 
look better with some dings and scratches. Like a well 
broken-in hat or pair of jeans. Products that are properly 
engineered to be super tough, fun to use and nice to look at. 
The best part, these products are only available factory direct. 
Why does that matter? Without distributors or dealers, this 
means we can offer these awesome products at wholesale means we can offer these awesome products at wholesale 
level pricing for everyone. Its that simple.

We make watches designed to get beat up on a daily basis and 
look good doing it. The kind you wear to work outdoors. 
Watches you can wear daily and not worry if you drop it or 
bang it against a wall. Watches that even a diesel mechanic or 
an oil rig worker could wear daily and just not have to worry 
about it. 

Our product line begins with watches and watch accessories Our product line begins with watches and watch accessories 
but our goal is to also expand into many other durable EDC 
products in the future. No matter what we offer, our mission is 
for every product we produce to be extremely durable, highly 
engineered, great looking and affordable. 



A maintenance service interval of 5 years is recommended to 
maintain optimal water resistance. 

Never open the watch yourself. If any repairs are needed, 
contact us at EDC HARDWEAR directly for instructions to 
send for repair.

EDC HARDWEAR can only assume responsibility for 
serviced performed at our authorized service center.

All EDC HARDWEAR watches have shock-resistant 
movements that have been individually tested to meet 
international standards.





All EDC HARDWEAR watches are tested to meed international standards for water 
resistance.

To maintain water resistance, periodic maintenance is required.

The gaskets and crown which seal the watch are subject to wear and deterioration under 
normal use. These parts should be inspected, lubricated or replaced as needed each 
time the watch is opened for service.

CAUTION:CAUTION: EDC HARDWEAR will not be responsible for any damage caused by or 
related to leakage origination from improper handling or damage to the case, crown, 
gaskets or crystal.

IMPORTANT: The crown must be fully screwed down during normal use, while storage, 
and while exposing the watch to water. 
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CALIBER: Miyota 2170 Solar



Crown Position I : Default position. Running. No crown function. 

Crown Position II: Setting the time. Rotate hands clockwise to set the time. 
This position will also stop (hack) the seconds hand. 

Full charging of the solar cell takes 2 hours to generate 4 months of running 
time in storage.
 
Normal daily wear will recharge the battery cell for continuous running.Normal daily wear will recharge the battery cell for continuous running.

No battery change is needed. 

10 seconds of sunlight will start the movement running. Initial startup will be 
in power saving mode with 2 second interval timing until the battery has 
enough power for normal functioning.

MIYOTA 2170 SOLAR INSTRUCTIONS
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www.edchardwear.com

sales@edchardwear.com
service@edchardwear.com
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